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Abstract: The notion that the future has a ‘shape’ is a 
deep-rooted construct, the cornerstone of how chance 
is mediated, for example through the ‘distributions’  
of probability theory. Algorithmic prediction, via  
machine learning, builds on these shapes and ampli-
fies their complexity and authority. While the problem-
atic effects of this predictive regime and the preemp-
tive politics it supports are objects of concern for 
scholars and practitioners across the humanities, 
social sciences, art, and philosophy, design is surpris-
ingly disengaged from this conversation. Instead, it is 
either concerned with data visualization, often without 
questioning its positivist ontology, or with ‘seamless’ 
non-interfaces which effectively seek to remove 
choice. Against this backdrop, our proposal brings 
together design theory and design practice to inter-
rogate current modes of algorithmic prediction and 
the construction of subjectivity enabled by ‘choice 
design’. Our designed artifacts are diagrams to think 
through practice about the shape(s) of the possible. 
Rather than designing predictable futures, we aim to 
use diagram-making to expose and reframe choice 
design. These design artifacts - initial and ongoing 
experiments in mapping YouTube recommendations 
- are a series of computational diagrams that weave 
together the tools of computational prediction, critical 
design practice, and theory.
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Introduction
Our collaboration between design theory and practice (Marenko and 
Benque, 2018) investigates/ complicates/ criticises the practice and 
politics of algorithmic prediction: future-building via machine learn-
ing. It sets out to position diagramming as a computational count-
er-practice, to reclaim the possible from algorithmic capture. We use 
diagrams - speculative visualization mapping the unformed and the 
unstable as they feed into changeable situations (O’Sullivan, 2016) - 
to think through, manipulate, and theorise prediction from a design 
standpoint. We use diagram-making as a practice that affords ways of 
probing the possible as it emerges through modes of prediction and 
speculating on a future taken as fluid, rather a solid material. In this 
paper we move from this starting point into our first practical case 
study: a mapping of recommendations on the Youtube platform.
 
Any interface to a catalogue of media is, explicitly or not, an order-
ing of choices. While this is inescapable—there is no way to present 
a list without some kind of ordering—it is also problematic. While 
user-friendly interfaces appear to be about offering choices, their 
underlying goal is to direct viewers “toward content more likely to 
keep them engaged and subscribed” (Arnold, 2016, 99). Systems that 
aim to maximise user “engagement” (eyeballs capture for advertis-
ing) encourage to the continuous foregrounding of “fresh” (Coving-
ton et al, 2016) and “viral” content (Jiang et al, 2014)—this has been 
shown to have hugely detrimental effects, from the traumatising of 
children (Bridle, 2017) to the spreading of white nationalist ideol-
ogy (Lewis, 2018) . As “anticipatory design” (Shapiro, 2015) shows, 
the idea of choice design may result in the removal of options on the 
pretext of making decisions on users’ behalf for—allegedly—their 
own benefit. Behind a rhetoric of convenience, the notion of reliev-
ing users from “decision fatigue” masks a political project. Our con-
cern is not to challenge the need for an ordering system—with over 
400 hours uploaded every minute and 1.8 billion logged-in monthly 
users on YouTube it is hard to argue that some interface is required 
to parse this content. Instead we want to critically examine the pol-
itics embedded in the design of systems that predict “what to watch 
next” and use this critique to underpin our design interventions.
 
The designed artefacts proposed here – experiments in mapping You-
Tube  recommendations, titled Architectures of Choice Vol.1 Youtube – are 
a programme of work toward a visual understanding of ‘choice design’. 
Their aim is twofold: to show how architectures of choice are being 
designed in our everyday, impacting on the construction of algorith-
mic identities (Cheney-Lippold, 2011); and to draw attention to the 
complexities of (and negotiations needed for) studying them through 
a critical practice. These experiments are framed by three theoretical 
perspectives: the idea of algorithmic governmentality to foreground 
the politics implicit in choice design (Rouvroy, 2016); ideas concerning 
maps and diagrams as a way to extract methodological friction from 
existent mapping systems (Deleuze and Guattari, 1988); a critique 
of design’s lack of engagement with these issues through an assess-
ment of the positivist ontology of data visualization (Drucker, 2011).
1. Algorithmic governmentality:  
the calculative ontology of prediction
Every time a user is offered a series of recommendations generated by a 
digital platform - Google, Facebook, Amazon or YouTube - they are being 
worked on by a technology (ranking algorithms) that operates by ana-
lysing data on past behaviours to forecast future behaviours (Covington 
et al, 2016). However, predictive analytics is more than this. It orients 
potential tendencies. What media theorist Mark Hansen describes as 
“the calculative ontology of prediction” (Hansen, 2014, 38) –  the im-
pact of technomedia on the texture of human experience and on any 
subsequent behaviour – is a systemic way of  designing tendencies and 
propensities at a precognitive level, in ways that are not fully accessi-
ble to conscious cognition and perceptual awareness. Our forthcoming 
behaviours are predicted not simply before they happen, but before 
we might even think of making them happen. Thus, the evaluation of 
how systems of choice are designed concerns also their role in build-
ing identities - what philosopher Antoinette Rouvroy calls regimes of 
algorithmic governmentality (Rouvroy, 2016). This is how recommen-
dations work: when Youtube or Netflix suggest what to watch next, they 
not only build user profiles, but generate social identities drawn on a 
multitude of fragmented points. In other words, prediction turns into 
prescription. Classifiers do not extract categories from a neutral and 
objective standpoint, but actively create them (Cheney-Lippold, 2011). 
The granularity of captured user data is used to recursively construe 
(and obscure) a live-feed of our every single subject position. By simul-
taneously reflecting back and building up, this process is a continuous 
modulation of the subject into recursive discrete data sets, endlessly 
distributed on a multitude of access points - what Gilles Deleuze in his 
Postscript on Control Societies calls the ‘dividual’ (Deleuze, 1995, 180).
2. Mapping YouTube
The intricate architecture of YouTube recommendations, and the 
challenges posed by its sheer volume of content, are manipulated by 
engineering decisions concerning which type of content is promoted 
on the platform (Covington et al, 2016). This is a notoriously opaque 
process (partly because of non-disclosure agreements) for the engi-
neers themselves who have only limited understanding of how the 
system predicts - let alone the public (Burrell, 2016). The secrecy sur-
rounding YouTube recommendation system, and its lack of account-
ability, has prompted several initiatives to ‘map’ it from the outside: 
reverse engineering strategies (Albright, 2017), ‘manual’ techniques 
(Lewis, 2018), and most notably the AlgoTransparency project designed 
to expose the bias in recommendations after the 2016 US presiden-
tial election (Chaslot et al, 2016, Lewis and McCormick, 2018).
These examples seek to gather data/evidence in order to hypothesise on 
how the system might be producing detrimental effects. All three use net-
work graphs, which model data as nodes (e.g. channels or individual vid-
eos) and relations (e.g. recommendations). While networks are well suited 
to mapping the the complexity of such as vast recommendation system - 
arguably the only available way to model such data - their claim to provid-
ing any sense of ‘transparency’ does not scale well at all. The hand crafted 
graph of a small number of actors used by Lewis (2018) shows a complex 
web of co-appearances in videos and remains relatively readable. When 
attempting to map Youtube in its totality however, AlgoTransparency’s 
Youtube Map becomes nothing more than a “hairball” or “spaghetti bowl” 
- hardly revelatory about the processes behind them (Bounegru et al., 
2017), in fact counter-producing a sort of visibility-rich opacity. Seeing, 
in this case, is not necessarily knowing  (Ananny and Crawford, 2016).
Figure 1. Youtube “Up Next” 
recommendations for the vid-
eo “Saying Logan Paul 100,000 
Times” by MrBeast. Screen 
capture by the authors on 
19.10.2018, url: https://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=_FX6rml2Yjs
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List recommended videos
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Load video page
add video data
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3. Designed artefacts: speculative diagrams 
for mapping YouTube recommendations
We approach the space of Youtube mapping by building on, and being mind-
ful of, these insights. The prototypes we show and discuss here use au-
tomated techniques to collect, store and visualise recommendations as 
network data. They must be taken as explorative diagrams that attempt 
to expose the logics of algorithmic capture. It must be clarified that the 
aim of our interventions is not to claim solutions to the shortcomings 
outlined above. Rather, the aim is to open up paths of enquiry that con-
front the predictive apparatus and to keep on evidencing the challeng-
es embedded in the tools through which this confrontation happens. 
Collection
Data are collected with a headless browser (Selenium) to simulate 
user interaction with web-pages and ‘click’ through recommenda-
tions. This allows for quick prototyping using the browser’s develop-
er tools to identify parts of the page we are interested in collecting 
or interacting with. Starting from the YouTube homepage, with its 
list of new videos and topics, we follow links to video pages and re-
cursively list recommendations. Three different ‘probe’ designs 
balance the breadth and depth of the mapping in different ways:
ripple.py [fig. 2.a.] attempts to follow all recommendations for a giv-
en number of recursions. This exhaustive approach was very time 
consuming, and the resulting visualisations (see below) became 
unreadable after the first recursion. A drastically simpler approach 
is taken in simple_digger.py [fig.2.b.] which selects only one video at 
random in the recommendations list and repeats the process for a 
given number of times. This approach was also unsatisfactory, as it 
presented single paths which fail to capture the interconnected na-
ture of the recommendations made evident by the previous exper-
iments. Digger.py [fig.2.c.] is a compromise which captures all of the 
recommendations at each step before choosing one at random.
The collected data are stored in a graph database (Neo4j) where 
videos are represented by nodes, and recommendations by edges 
connecting them. Each session is logged with a time stamp and in-
dicates the type of probe used. This database can then be queried 
to return particular sessions or sub-graphs for visualisation.
2018-08-01 13:09:50
isp: M247 Ltd
loc: England
type: digger (n=10)
Figure 2a, b, c. Three 
probe designs:
a. ripple.py
b. simple_digger.py
c. digger.py
Figure 3. Visualisation in the 
Neo4j Browser interface.
a. 
b. 
c. List recommended videos
Pick one video
at random
Load video page
add video data
to graph
repeat n times
Start on Youtube homepage
Start on Youtube homepage
List recommended videos
for each
Pick one video
at random
Load video page Load video page
add video data
to graph
repeat n times
Visualisation
We then query the graph database to retrieve  the data from probe 
sessions and visualise them. Python was used to experiment with 
popular network visualisation packages networkx and matplotlib [fig. 
5]. We also relied on the built in Neo4j browser during testing, and it 
provided one of the more flexible ways to explore the data, a mixture 
of automated layouts and manual manipulation [fig. 3]. We tested 
generating flowcharts for Mermaid.js [fig.4] but these quickly reached 
the limits of the library resulting in crashes and unreadable outputs. 
Finally, we tested Gephi, an open source graph analysis and visualisa-
tion software popular amongst Digital Humanities practitioners. [fig. 6]. 
None of these tools were satisfactory. Beyond the structural as-
pect of simply having too many data points to show, simple things 
like the lack of text-wrapping functionality to display video titles 
on multiple lines of text rendered our outputs unreadable very 
quickly. We addressed this by zooming in on the granularity of in-
dividual paths/traces and to design our own visualisation using 
D3.js. [fig 7 & 8]. Importantly, practical concerns for readability 
highlighted the performative nature of data as material and the 
challenges of data visualization - discussed in the next section. 
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2018-07-12 22:20:20
isp: Virgin Media
loc: England
type: ripple (n=2)
2018-07-13 14:29:51
isp: Virgin Media
loc: England
type: ripple (n=1 + 1)
2018-07-12 22:20:20
isp: Virgin Media
loc: England
type: ripple (n=2)
2018-07-13 14:29:51
isp: Virgin Media
loc: England
type: ripple (n=1 + 1)
Figure 5. Visualisation of two 
ripple.py sessions using Python 
packages networkx and matplotlib.
a. shows two levels of recommen-
dations from the Youtube 
homepage.
b. shows the first level 
of recommendations followed 
by one random pick.
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Lovesick Teen Shoots Up House Party In Act Of Revenge ‐ Crime Watch Daily With Chris Hansen
Man calmly tells 911: 'I murdered my wife'
Woman Stages Home Invasion to Enact Revenge Against Parents‐ Crime Watch Daily (Pt 1)
Texas dad sets up, then confronts daughters abuser (Pt 2) ‐ Crime Watch Daily
Pictures of Couple's Deceased Baby Stolen, Posted Online ‐ Crime Watch Daily with CHris Hansen
'Ring Video Doorbell' Helps Bust Gang Member in Home Burglary ‐ Crime Watch Daily
18‐Year‐Old Discovers She Was Kidnapped At Birth ‐ Crime Watch Daily
Controlling Man Makes His Girlfriend Kiss His Feet | Jeremy Kyle USA
An Enraged Jeremy Kicks an Abusive Guest Off His Stage | Jeremy Kyle USA
Rudest, Most Offensive Guests Ever 2 | The Jeremy Kyle Show
The Iceman Tapes Richard Kuklinski Inside the Mind of A Mafia Hitman
Lie Detector Test Reveals Horrible Truth | The Jeremy Kyle Show
Father Sees His Child With Bruises On Her Arm | Jeremy Kyle USA
*NEW* PUBLIC FREAKOUTS & CRINGE INTERACTIONS #92
'Sex‐Obsessed' Boyfriend Uses a Rubber Vagina When Depressed | The Jeremy Kyle Show
Ant & Dec's Undercover Prank On The Jeremy Kyle Show ‐ Saturday Night Takeaway
Drug Addict Threatens to Knock Out Jeremy | Jeremy Kyle
Strangest, Most Bizarre Guests Ever! | The Jeremy Kyle Show
Emotional Sisters Struggle With Shocking DNA Results | The Jeremy Kyle Show
Outrageous, Cheating Wife Orders Her Husband to Stay With Her | Jeremy Kyle USA
Man Dumps Pregnant 16‐Year‐Old In the Cruelest Way Possible | The Jeremy Kyle Show
Rudest Auditions...EVER? | X Factor, Got Talent & Idols | Crazy Talents
Angry Thug Takes on Security Steve | The Jeremy Kyle Show
Jeremy Encounters One of His Most Aggressive Guests Ever | The Jeremy Kyle Show
'Disgusting' Grinning Mother BODY SHAMES Her Own Daughter | Jeremy Kyle USA
Man Described Another Woman's Vagina to His Girlfriend | The Jeremy Kyle Show
Abusive Father Is Dragged Off Stage Laughing | Jeremy Kyle USA
Viral Lie Detectors Special Compilation! | The Jeremy Kyle Show
Holly and Phillip Meet Samantha the Sex Robot | This Morning
6 Developing Female Robots With Artificial Intelligence Will Be Your Partner or Assistant In Future.
UK's Scariest Debt Collector (Full Length)
6 Scariest Things Said by A.I. Robots
10 Famous Child Celebs Who Ruined Their Careers
Babysitter Hears Noise Upstairs, So Dad Checks Hidden Camera And Captures A Nightmare In His Kitchen
THIS MORNING ‐ Phil, Fern, Holly and Gino's funniest moments!
When will it be accepted to be Muslim and gay?
Instant Karma ‐ TIME OF JUSTICE
The Most Beautiful Wives And Exes Of The World's Richest Men
Selling Sex For £4 In Liverpool | Sex Map Of Britain
10 Dark Secrets About Kate Middleton And Prince William's Relationship
The rarest funniest 'Two Ronnies' Sketch ever made: 'Tickle your botty with a feather tonight''
The Two Ronnies ‐ Colditz
Live & Rampant! Les Patterson has a Stand Up
BAD DAY ? Better Watch this..  2.0
The Two Ronnies ‐ 'Your Nuts, Milord' 'Fork 'Andles' & 'Squash' ‐ three CLASSICS!
The Best of Not the Nine O'Clock News (Vol 2)
My name is Trinity (1970) ‐ This one is new to me, I've never beaten him before... (HD)
Eric and Ernie: Mastermind
An Audience with Alf Garnett
Mock The Week's Scenes We'd Like to See (Series 15 Cut)
Dave Allen special. (1985)
Best Pink Panther Scene
Life before the Flying Circus
Al Murray on nations
Robin Williams DESTROYING Interviews
2 Ronnies Pub and Wallpaper Sketches irish pub
Two Ronnies Racing Duck
An Audience with Jim Davidson (xposed)
Actors We Lost In 2018 So Far
Tough Guy Scenes
Love Island's Adam Has Already Met Zara's Parents! | This Morning
Love Island's Dani and Jack ‐ Does Dani Dyer's Mum Approve? | This Morning
Eyal & Tyla talk Love Island, Megan's antics & Reshooting Scenes  | KISS Breakfast
Educating Yorkshire ‐ Episode 6 ‐ Documentary
Does Pierce Brosnan Accidentally Drop a Mamma Mia 2 Spoiler? | This Morning
Adam Explains Why He Didn't Leave the Villa With Zara | Love Island 2018
We got a body language expert to analyse Love Island ‐ Episode 5 | Metro.co.uk
Should You Sunbathe Naked In Your Own Garden? | This Morning
A Mother's Love (Cancer Hoax Documentary) ‐ Real Stories
Love Island 2018 Season 4 Ep 1 | First Coupling | Part 1
Ex‐Islanders Ellie and Darylle Are Thinking About Getting Love Island Tattoos! | Lorraine
Phillip Schofield's Scorching 'One Chip Challenge' | This Morning
What Are the Love Islanders Secretly Saying With Their Body Language? | This Morning
Snog, Marry, Pie Causes Trouble in Paradise | Love Island 2018
Fox News Live HD ‐ Fox and Friends
Dani and Jack: The Love Story So Far | Love Island 2018
The Challenge of Becoming Rio Ferdinand’s Kids’ New Step Mum | This Morning
Joey Essex on Celebrity Juice
Wes's Mates Weigh in on His Relationship With Megan | Love Island Aftersun 2018
Justin Bieber Engaged
Ariana Grande’s Family is Not Amused
Lindsay Lohan Weighing Return to Reality TV
Televangelists: Last Week Tonight with John Oliver (HBO)
Donny Deutsch's Date with Trump's Ex‐Wife
The Best Ask Wendy Moments
Selena Gomez REACTS to Justin Bieber Engagement ‐ Justin Bieber PROPOSES to Hailey Baldwin (DHR)
One Night Stand
JOINING THE ILLUMINATI
'Finding Lucy' | Lucille Ball Documentary (PBS)
Adrienne Houghton’s 3 Favorite Bun Hairstyles | All Things Adrienne
Khloe Kardashian's $2 million Wedding
Unforgettable Meal ‐ ASHANTI FOOD in Kumasi, Ghana | Ultimate West African Food Tour!
Life with latoya full episode(1)
Kanye West: 'Slavery Was a Choice'
Q&A with Kylie and Jordyn
Ciara Taking Future to Court
Kylie Jenner REMOVES Lips! Selena Gomez REACTS To Justin Bieber’s Engagement! | DR
Sabrina The Teenage Witch Reunion
'The View' Co‐hosts Share What They Did On Vacation | The View
Wendy Williams' Shadiest/Diva Moments
Americans Try Extremely British Snacks
The Try Guys Take An Ancestry DNA Test
American Teens Try British Chocolates
People Try Weird American Food That Shouldn’t Exist
We Eat Like Donald Trump For A Day
US / UK / Aussie English Vocabulary Differences [KoreanBilly’s English]
Americans Try Bizarre European Food
The Try Guys Take A Lie Detector Test
Americans Try Russian Drinks
The Try Guys Throw A $300,000 Bachelor Party
High People Try '90s Snacks
The Try Guys Bake Bread Without A Recipe
The Try Guys Test Who Is The Most Attractive
Dudes Do Pinterest Summer Fruit Hacks
People Try Bizarre Food Combinations That Oddly Work
The Try Guys Get Photoshopped With Men's Ideal Body Types
Australians Taste Test American Snacks
The Try Guys Try Not To Die Alone
The Try Guys Go Bald
TEENS EAT BRITISH SNACKS! (Jaffa Cakes, Sherbet Fountain, Monster Munch) | Teens Vs. Food
Police Try Playing Grand Theft Auto 5 Without Breaking Any Laws
We Try Playing Grand Theft Auto 5 Without Breaking Any Laws • Episode 1
GTA 5 | Can you JUMP OVER the ALAMO SEA?
Acts With Attitude: 5 Angriest Contestants on Got Talent
Keith Eats Everything At Taco Bell
Free Kicks From FIFA 94 to 18
TOP 200 BEST GTA 5 FAILS EVER! (Funny Moments Grand Theft Auto V Compilation)
We Try To Survive The Purge in Grand Theft Auto 5 • Episode 3
Invisible Ghillie Sniper vs Airsoft Cheater (BUSTED)
The Story of Billy the Kid (in a Fridge) ‐ Fallout 4 Lore
Ice Cube, Kevin Hart And Conan Help A Student Driver ‐ CONAN on TBS
Real Private Investigators Solve A Case In L.A. Noire
clean vines i can show my friends at church
How Avengers Infinity War Should Have Ended
Flight Attendants Reveal Secrets About Flying
I Tried Escaping A Special Operations Sniper
We Try To Escape 5 Stars In Grand Theft Auto 5 • Episode 2
TOP 100 FUNNIEST FAILS IN GTA 5
GENERATIONS REACT TO TRY NOT TO SING ALONG CHALLENGE (Favorite Songs Game!)
I Think My Dad Is A Russian Spy
I Asked My Mom 11 Intimate Questions Before It's Too Late
Asian Americans Take A DNA Test
An Astrologer Guesses Strangers' Zodiac Sign (Ray) | Lineup | Cut
A Son With Autism Gets A Home Makeover
Undercover Boss ‐ Retro Fitness S4 EP14 (U.S. TV Series)
The Try Guys Shave Their Dads • Fatherhood: Part 4
Strangers Connect Through Their Deepest Insecurities
I Bought A Stranger's Diary
Does Age Matter In Relationships? | Tell My Story
Grown Dude Gets Dressed By His Mom For A Week
Can 2 Strangers Fall in Love with 36 Questions? Russell + Kera
Men Live Like 1950's Housewives For A Week
We Tried The 30 Day Water Challenge
Americans are Dumber than the Rest of the World | Is It True?
The $10,000 Dream.
People Discover Who They Were In A Past Life
Parents disapprove of their drag queen son's look while out to eat | What Would You Do? | WWYD
I Banned Sugar For A Week
I Banned TV & Video Games For A Week
Kid Professional Chef Vs. Adult Chef
$24 Korean BBQ Vs. $346 Korean BBQ
I Made Over A Stranger's Bedroom Based On Their Instagram
We Let Our Kids Plan Our Date Night
Trying The Best Cell Phone Life Hacks And The Worst
Keith Eats Everything At McDonald's • The Try Vlog
We Gave Up Our Bad Spending Habits ᛫ Ladylike
Abandoned Bulldog Teaches Himself How To Walk | The Dodo Comeback Kids S02E02
I Tried To Re‐Create This Flaming Hot Cheeto Burrito
How To Apply Nail Tips with Acrylic Overlay ‐ Step by Step Tutorial
Bring Your Own Cup to 7‐11 for a Slurpee!! 7‐11 w/ Fidget Spinner! #BYOC
$27 Cake Vs. $1,120 Cake
The Art Of Making Noodles By Hand
KID VS TEEN FOOD SHOPPING CHALLENGE! WHAT WILL THEY BUY? EPIC VEGAN TESCO HAUL
I Let My Son Plan His Own Birthday
$3 Sushi Vs. $250 Sushi
Can These Chefs Create A Kid's Dream Dessert?
i only spent 1 DOLLAR on FOOD for 24 hours !!!
Small Unknown Slime Shops 100% honest ~ Subscribers slime shops | Slimeatory #355
I Bought A $300 Mystery Box From Ebay
Women Diet Like Kardashians For 30 Days
15 FACTS THAT PROVE JAPAN IS NOT LIKE ANY OTHER COUNTRY
Parents and Kids Play Truth or Drink (Ilea & Julie) | Truth or Drink | Cut
$139 Plane Seat Vs. $24,000 Plane Seat
Couple Buys A House For The First Time • Ned & Ariel
We Tried CEO Morning & Night Routines
Extreme Cheapskates S02E01
We Got A Personal Assistant For A Week • Ladylike
10 Things Americans Do That Confuse The Rest Of The World!
Men Work Out And Diet Based On Their DNA
People Try The Whole30 Elimination Diet
Parents Read their Kids' Search History
I Tried To Get Perfect Skin For My Wedding
Squad Wars Bonus ‐ Try Guys Try Hosting
The Try Guys Prank Each Other // Presented By Warner Bros. Pictures Fist Fight
The Try Guys Race Dune Buggies • Dirty Tour: Part 1
The Try Guys Try American Ninja Warrior
The Try Guys Re‐Create Photos Of Their Dads • Fatherhood: Part 1
The Try Guys Crash Cars Into Each Other // Presented by The Grand Tour
Eugene Drinks Every State's Most Iconic Alcohol • The Try Vlog
The Try Guys Try The Weirdest Beauty Trends Of 2016
The Try Guys Ski In Speedos • The Try Vlog
The Try Guys Try Distracted Driving // Presented By Kia Forte
The Try Guys 12‐Mile Wilderness Adventure
The Four Types Of Friends You Have • Try Guys
The Try Guys Get Style Makeovers
Normal Dude Flies A JetPack On Water
Trump Grill Taste Test • The Try Guys
Pawn Stars Has Officially Ended After This Happened
Hardcore Pawn's Angriest and Craziest Customers Part 4
WTF Moments Caught On Camera #6
TOP 10 MOST AMAZING POKER HANDS EVER!
The foreign legion : men without a past (full documentary)
Impractical Jokers Best of Joe 6
The Pawn Stars Are Secretly Behind The Old Mans Death..
10 Most Legendary Moments That Made Ben Shapiro Famous
SECRET TRICKS EVERY COP USES ON YOU
10 Most Incredible FINDS of WW2
Jeremy Clarkson ‐ Inventions That Changed the World Gun (Rus sub)
MythBusters‐ Breaking Bad
Chain Gang of Arizona ‐ The Hardest Prison ‐ Geographic History
10 SECRETS Gordon Ramsay Doesn't Want You To Know
Top 10 Deadliest Hitmen
Pawn Stars: Pawns Gone Wrong | History
Harley and the Davidsons Part 1
Photos That Flipped People's Lives UPSIDE DOWN
Judges BUZZ TOO EARLY On Britain's Got Talent! | Top Talent
BEST Auditions From America's Got Talent 2017 | Top Talents
ALL 5 GOLDEN BUZZER Britain's Got Talent 2018
JUDGES TO THE RESCUE! Simon Cowell & Co Step In To SAVE AUDITIONS On GOT TALENT & X FACTOR
40 FUN LIFE HACKS THAT ARE ACTUALLY BRILLIANT
MOST INTENSE Performances EVER on Got Talent | Top Talent
KID SINGERS On 2018 Got Talent! | Top Talent
THE SACRED RIANA WINS ASIA'S GOT TALENT 2017 | All Auditions & Performances | Got Talent Global
10 MOST VIEWED AUDITIONS OF ALL TIME From Britain's Got Talent!
BEST Magic Show in The World 2017 | Comedic Magician Britain's Got Talent
Simon Cowell's Best GOLDEN BUZZER Moments | Got Talent Global
Howard Stern Makes 7‐year‐old Rapper Cry on America's Got Talent | @kollegekidd
INCREDIBLE GYMNAST GROUPS On Got Talent! | Top Talent
SIMON COWELL STOPS Auditions & Gives Them A 2nd Chance to Sing On GOT TALENT ! TOP TALENT
Top 7 FUNNIEST Auditions on America's Got Talent EVER
Britain's Got Talent 2018 | WEEK 2 | Auditions | Got Talent Global
ALL GOLDEN BUZZERS on Britain's Got Talent 2017 | MerseyGirls, Sarah Ikumu & More!!
BEST Magic Show in the world ‐ Cool Couple America's Got Talent ‐ The Clairvoyants
When Judges SPLIT GROUPS On X Factor UK! | X Factor Global
TOP INSPIRING Auditions From Around The World! | Got Talent & X Factor | Top Talent
BEST OF THE US! Most Popular Acts on America's Got Talent, X Factor and Idol | Top Talent
ANIMAL REUNIONS ‐ 7 MOST HEARTWARMING ANIMAL REUNIONS WITH OWNERS
TOP 10 BEST Got Talent Singers auditions EVER! With Complete Interview
2018 ﻱﺩﻳﻭﺳﻟﺍ ﺏﻫﺍﻭﻣﻟﺍ ﺞﻣﺎﻧﺭﺑ ‐ ﺓﺭﺩﺎﻧﻟﺍ ﻪﺗﺑﻫﻭﻣﺑ ﻡﻫﺭﻬﺑﺄﻓ ﻪﻧﻣ ﺍﻭﺭﺧﺳﻳ ﻥﺍ ﻭﺩﺎﻛ
WORLD'S 7 GREATEST MAGIC TRICKS REVEALED
Giang Brothers ‐ The Best Duo DANGEROUS On Britian's Got Talent
Top 6 tiết mục xuất sắc nhất tìm kiếm tài năng Mỹ 2017 | the best got talent 2017 |QLchannel
Top 10 *VERY EMOTIONAL Moments* on Talent Shows 2018 WORLD WIDE
ALL Golden Buzzer From Judge Cuts America's Got Talent 2017
Prepare to be SPELLBOUND by the incredible Marc Spelmann! | Semi‐Finals | BGT 2018
UNBELIEVABLE ! Top 10 Shocking Blind Auditions The Voice 2018
Top 5 Funniest Comedians EVER on Britain's Got Talent 
All Performances THE WINNER Britain's Got Talent 2016 | Richard Jones
Worldwide Got Talent Top 10 compilation (BGT, AGT, UMT etc.)[Part 1]
Tape face full auditions ‐ america's got talent 2016 + Extra
TOP 4 Golden Buzzer America's Got Talent 2017
Lost Voice Guy's Victory Journey on Britian's Got Talent
10 FUNNIEST AUDITIONS EVER ON BRITAIN'S GOT TALENT!
Top 10 performance Surprised coaches in The voice USA Auditions 2018
Best Ever Top 5 Pets + 5 People Got Talent, Amazing Top 10 Got Talent Auditions, AGT BGT 2017
First Contact ‐ Seeing white man for the first time
Never Say Die
WWE Brock Lesnar's Old Rare Documentary (2002) (HQ)
Christopher Columbus: What Really Happened
Agafia. Hermit Surviving in Russian Wilderness for 70 years
Nepal: little buddha (full documentary)
The Stone Age Tribe on a Banned Island You Can't Visit
This Family Live In Perfect Isolation
Amazing Things Kids Have Said About Past Lives That Even Skeptics Can't Explain
The Land of No Men: Inside Kenya's Women‐Only Village
Top 10 TERRIFYING Facts About MAORI WARRIORS
Why is this isolated tribe seeking contact with the outside world?
The Real Planet of the Apes (Documentary)
The Yamuna, India's most polluted river
14 Most Amazing Permafrost Discoveries from Siberia
Inside a Lost African Tribe Still Living in India Today | Short Film Showcase
Tribe meets white man for the first time 1/3 (with narration)
Dreamtime Travelling through the Australian continent ‐ documentary
Deaf People Hearing Sound for the FIRST Time [Compilation]
Germany’s poor pensioners | DW Documentary
When This Guy Looked Inside His Deceased Friend’s Garage, He Unearthed A Rare ’70s Drag Racing Beast
Simon Cowell PULLS a Girl From Her Band To Join NEW Girl Band | The X Factor UK 2017
INCREDIBLE UNEXPECTED SINGERS on Got Talent | Top Talent
Elijah Connor: 'Diddy' Tests Confident Artist With EPIC STAREDOWN! | S2E3 | The Four
This Girl Was Getting Bullied. How These Strangers Reacted Will Surprise You
Alma Lake: FIERCE Colombian Artist Causes ERUPTION On The Judges Panel! | S2E4 | The Four
8 MOST AMAZING SPORT COMEBACKS
Darci Lynne All Performances Compilation: Americas Got Talent Season 12
Simon calls for a sing‐off between JBK and Lemonade! | Six Chair Challenge | The X Factor 2017
When A Homeless Girl Begged On The Streets, A Passing Stranger Returned With An Offer
INCREDIBLE Queen Cover Has The Judges In Tears! | X Factor Global
10 MOST VIEWED AMERICA'S GOT TALENT AUDITIONS! Top Talent
Latin dance troupe Kings and Queens bring passion to the stage | Britain's Got Talent 2014
MOST INSPIRATIONAL Auditions EVER | X Factor Global
DANCE AUDITIONS THAT SHOCKED THE WORLD | Top Talent
Has Simon Got The HOTS For This Woman? OMG...Look At His FACE!
TOP MOST VIEWS America's Got Talent NEW UPDATE
Candice Boyd: The Girl With a RIDICULOUS Voice WOWS The Judges! | S1E2 | The Four
BRILLIANTLY BIZARRE Auditions on X Factor UK! | X Factor Global
Top 10 Best The Voice performances usa 2018 Street Version
Top 15 The Best Of Best Blind Auditions The Voice Kids .... Make By TV Jolly
ALL GOLDEN BUZZER AMERICA'S GOT TALENT 2017
Top 10 Most Surprising Blind Auditions The Voice 2018 ( NO2)
КВН Супер сборник посвященный 1 сентября!
TOP 12 GLOBAL VOICE INCREDIBLE BLIND AUDITIONS
Matt Damon's brother surprised coaches in THE VOICE ‐ Adam still can't believe it !!!
UNBELIEVABLE ! Top 10 Shocking Blind Auditions The Voice 2018 (No2 )
ACTS Return for SECOND Auditions on The X Factor UK! | X Factor Global
Top 10 performance That made coaches Cry in The voice Audition 2018
PART 2 ● Top 10 Opera Auditions ● INCREDIBLE and BEAUTIFUL VOICES
Courtney Hadwin: 13‐Year‐Old Golden Buzzer Winning Performance ‐ America's Got Talent 2018
5 Amazing Britain's Got Talent Auditions
Figure 4. Visualisa-
tion using Mermaid.js
4. The positivist ontology of data visualization
This project is caught in a paradox - whic  is also at the core of th  
digital humanities (Kitchin, 2014): how are we to critique the epis-
temologies of data and algorithms, while at the same time relying 
on them for our research? Here we bring the th o etic l distinctio  
between maps and tracing to bear on the specifics of data visualisation.
Mapping concerns imagining, and experimenting with, forms of 
world-building only partially embodied in, and expressed by, their 
given visual representation (Deleuze and Guattari, 1988). As a tool 
that unfolds potential (Corner, 1999), mapping emphasizes a pro-
ductive future-facing capacity to visualize simultaneously what is 
and what is not there yet. Conversely, tracing belongs to a logic of 
reproduction. It copies from the same model, it is always identical to 
itself and therefore lacks genuine openness to chang . This distinc-
tion is helpful in articulating the pitfalls of using data visualisation 
to expose/critique algorithmic systems, as most data visualisations 
claim to be tracings—neutral and objective depictions of reality.
 
Data visualisation has been critiqued as a process where decisions 
are made reflecting “assumptions, unstated (often unacknowledged) 
ideological perspectives and subjective judgments” (Boehnert, 2 16). 
The choices embedded in data visualization concern not only what 
to include, and what to leave out, but also claims of objectivity and 
neutrality made by what is effectively the result of (ideolog cal) se-
a. 
b. 
Frictions and Shifts in RTD
#rtd2019 #researchthroughdesign #delft #rotterdam  10 11
lections. “Most information visualizations are acts of interpretation 
masquerading as presentation (…) they are images that act as if they 
are just showing us what is, but in actuality, they are arguments made 
in graphical form” (Drucker, 2014). Boehnert uses the terms “digital 
positivism” (over-simplistic take on how data mediates knowledges), 
“datawash” (data visualisation that obfuscates knowledge on contro-
versial issues) and “darkdata”( what is not measured or datified may 
be more relevant than what is) - to zoom in on the political nature of 
data visualization practices and tools. Data visualization carries val-
ue judgments that are patently obfuscated by the blanket of digital 
positivism (Boehnert, 2018). Modes of “knowledge visualisation” can 
be used instead, which declare their ongoing situatedness and par-
tiality and build on these to create awareness and stimulate critical 
insights. Drucker’s distinction between data “which are assumed to 
be given” and capta which are “actively taken” is a key demarcation 
here (Drucker, 2011). While algorithmic transparency - “designed to 
give audiences an appreciation of programming decisions and con-
sequences” (Ananny and Crawford, 2016, 5) might be seen by some 
as a goal, it is also fraught with limitations. What matters, rather 
are “meanings achieved through relations, not revelations” (ibid.).
Our last experiment [new fig.] shows how foregrounding the re-
lations between a collection of paths or traces through the recom-
mendation system might offer new understanding. By acknowl-
edging the impossibility of a full map (problems of scalability), 
this experiment does not just suggest that knowledge about the 
system can only be grasped at a micro-scale. Importantly, it re-
lies on traces to build new understanding and a mode of knowl-
edge-making that is situated, incomplete and speculative. 
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True Pyramids Purpose Has Been Finally Discovered
Pyramids True Purpose FINALLY DISCOVERED: Advanced...
Craziest Game Finishes in Sports History
Best Celebrating TOO EARLY Fails!
NERD BALLS ON STRANGERS!!
Weirdest NBA Moments of 2017/2018!
Top 10 NBA Celebrity Reactions - The Starters
Forecaster says Florence could bring flash flooding
Pilot describes flying through Hurricane Florence
European hurricane model shows Hurricane Florence ...
Hurricane Florence strengthens to Category 4, targ...
Millions brace for Hurricane Florence
Hurricane hunter flies over Category 4 storm Flore...
vines that keep me from ending it all
Vines That Really Butter My Croissant
Vines that should never be forgotten (part 3)
Vines for when you’re alone at 3am
Funniest Accidents & Mistakes in Sports History
$29 Vs. $180 Family-Style Meats
Bears vs. Packers Week 1 Highlights | NFL 2018
Catching a Lizard Using NOTHING but WATER!
First Day of College | Lele Pons
Tori Kelly - Psalm 42 (Live)
Stephen A. says Serena Williams was wrong for 2018...
Did They Find an Alive Megalodon In the Mariana Tr...What If Megalodon Sharks Didn't Go Extinct?
10 Oldest Technologies Scientists Still Can’t Expl...13 Unbelievable Coincidences That Will Leave You C...
See If You Can Pass the FBI Special Agent Test (Pa...
BAD DAY AT WORK? Watch This 
Animals Can Be Jerks Compilation
The Biggest Lies They Showed On MTV Cribs
Pilot Sucked Out In Flight - British Airways Fligh...LOOK WHAT HAPPENS WHEN YOU MAKE THE ROYAL GUARD AN...
10 INCREDIBLE Space Launch Failures! [4K]
New York Police Lose It Over a Drone (Lawsuit Ongo...
The most amazing inventions and technologies that ...
FS2004 - Over The Limit (FedEx Express Flight 647)
Animal Moms Protecting Their Babies - Elephant Sav...
TOP 100 FUNNY ANIMALS of 2018 | Try Not To Laugh C...
Amazing!! Animal Saves Another Animal | Animal Her...
15 Things You Didn't Know The Purpose Of!
Most Funny Moments of Fans in Sports History  HD
Top 10 Luckiest Storage Unit Finds EVER!
Top 5 SHARK Close Calls
5 Megalodon Caught on Camera & Spotted In Real Lif...
Why No Aquarium In the World Has a Great White Sha...
25 UNBELIEVABLE Things Found On Earth We Can't Exp...
Steph Curry Impossible Shots
Nothing is IMPOSSIBLE | Ep. #2
When Prey Fights Back | Most Amazing Animal Attack...
Cooking Perfect Omelettes with Adam Savage (and Tr...
Pizza Chef Reviews Delivery Pizzas
Which Celebrity Has The Best Guacamole Recipe?
$24 Korean BBQ Vs. $346 Korean BBQ
$3 Sushi Vs. $250 Sushi
I Made The Impossible Cotton Candy From Ancient Ch...
We Ate That 7-Pound Pizza Burrito
How to Cook Eggs | It's Only Food w/Chef John Poli...
The Untold Truth Of In N Out Burger
Salt Bae Cutting The Best Meat In Nusret Steakhous...
$3 Ramen Vs. $79 Ramen • Japan
Makeup Artists Tell Their Most Horrifying Stories
Indian Street Food in Mumbai - 400 Egg BIGGEST Scr...
New $24,000 Singapore Airlines First-Class Suite
The Try Guys Try Stepping
Top 10 Foods Banned In America
London's Best Full English Breakfast?! (At 3 Price...
The Pizza Show: Naples, The Birthplace of Pizza
$15 Spaghetti Vs. $143 Spaghetti
$10 Game Day Food Vs. $456 Game Day Food • Super B...
Tough Guy on Piano  Is Asked To Play Mary Poppins
Terrible Errors, Mistakes, and Blunders in sports
Knifemaker Explains The Difference Between Chef's ...
10 Banned Weapons Too Brutal For War
Top 10 Horrifying Facts about the ROMAN LEGIONS
NEW Gold Digger Pranks - Girls Love Money! - SOCIA...
NBA "RARE" Moves Part 1
Coming on Too Strong to Girls
NBA STARS VS Regular Basketball Players - Mix 2018
Meet the Real Life Version of Happy Gilmore
The Professor vs 6'5" Hooper ...doesn't even try o...
Crazy Finish In 12-Year-Old 1500m Race
CAN I NUTMEG A WHOLE FOOTBALL TEAM !? (CRAZY REACT...
Bad Parking Revenge ft. Danny Duncan
Baseball Star Kris Bryant Gets Pranked by Hall of ...
Julian Newman SNAPS! "You're Not Ready For This" N...
33 Famous Free Kicks  Impossible To Forget
Lionel Messi VERKLEIDET sich als ALTER OPA!
Bone Collector and Professor Take on Venice Beach ...
This 17 Year Old TRASH TALKED Michael Jordan and I...
Greatest Trick Plays in Baseball History
THE CRAZIEST MINI GOLF COURSE IN THE WORLD! - DOUB...
Snooker Never celebrate Too early 
Gordon Ramsay's Best Moments From Hotel Hell Seaso...
John Kerry: Trump clearly doesn't understand America
The Lost City of Atlantis - Hidden in Plain Sight ...
Anna Kendrick & Blake Lively Answer the Web's Most...
High Speed Sports Battle | Dude Perfect
FUNNY VIDEOS 2017 #2Niesamowici ludzie
I Found a Crashed Drone Underwater While Scuba Div...
10 Most Dangerous Beaches In The World ANGRY PEOPLE VS SPORTS CARS
LIKE A BOSS COMPILATION #11 AMAZING 9 MINUTES
Bad Day at Work Compilation 2018 Part 9 - Best Fun...
BAD DAY AT WORK? 
Longest Passing Plays in NFL History (95+ yards)
Jalen Rose and Stephen A. react to Aaron Rodgers’ ...
Colin on Green Bay 'escaping' with a win vs Chicag...
Aaron Rodgers - The Bad Man
Chiefs vs. Chargers Week 1 Highlights | NFL 2018
One-Hit Wonders You Had No Idea Are Dead
TRANSFER PRANK: NFL QB Jared Goff pranks unsuspect...
Greg Jennings was 'beyond impressed' with Rodgers'...
Jimmy Kimmel's FULL INTERVIEW with President Georg...
Jets vs. Lions Week 1 Highlights | NFL 2018
Shady Things About The Cast Of American Pickers
Stephen A. says Aaron Rodgers is the greatest quar...
Seahawks vs. Broncos Week 1 Highlights | NFL 2018
Rams vs. Raiders Week 1 Highlights | NFL 2018
MONSTER River Shrimp!
Top 10 Snake Encounters!
Blue Tongue Skink!VENOM EXTRACTION - Centipede Bite Aftermath!
Exploring for Sea Creatures!
Coconut Breakfast!
Exploring for Cave Creatures!
BITTEN by a GIANT DESERT CENTIPEDE!
Rattlesnake with Double Fangs!
SPIKY Sea Creatures!
Is KILLER BEE Honey Dangerous?!
ULTRA RARE! - Velvet Worm
Lair of the Alligator Snapping Turtle - Dragon Tai...
MONSTER Sockeye Catch!
One Bite Can KILL YOU!You'll NEVER guess how I caught this lizard!
STUNG by a WARRIOR WASP!
Reptilian Invaders in Florida!
Bizarre Air Breathing Fish!
Night of the Deadly Creatures
How to Not Get Bullied | Lele Pons
Amigos (Ep. 2) | Lele Pons, Rudy Mancuso, Juanpa Z...
Hannah Stocking Funny Vines Compilation 2018 | New...
The Bachelorette | Lele Pons
The WORST Photos of Us! (Reacting and Re-creating!)
How To Save Your Job | Lele Pons
Sleep Talk Confessions | Anwar Jibawi & King Bach
Spying on Your Boyfriend | Lele Pons & Hannah Stoc...
QUESTIONABLE Pictures That Went VIRAL
Worst Fortune Teller Ever | Lele Pons
Survivor: Heroes vs. Villains - Reward Challenge
YOUTUBE CUTEST COUPLE!! DAVID and LIZA
Let's Just Say... | Anwar Jibawi
WEARING HIGH HEELS FOR 24 HOURS!! (W/ MyLifeAsEva)...
Popularity or your best friend? - Gachaverse (mini...
Parent Teacher Conference | Lele Pons
I Hate Homework | Lele Pons
Ever Be - Tori Kelly ( Lyrics )Tasha Cobbs Leonard - Your Spirit ft. Kierra Sheard
Psalm 23 (I Am Not Alone) People & Songs ft Josh S...
Tori Kelly - Help Us To Love ft. The HamilTones (L...
Exposing Sodomite Rituals In Hollywood: So you wan...
The Prayer - Andrea Bocelli x Tori Kelly (live in ...
What A Beautiful Name - Hillsong Worship
Surrounded ( Fight My Battles ) - UPPERROOM
The Aretha Franklin Tribute | Black Girls Rock 2018
"Spirit Lead Me" (Official Video) - Influence Musi...
Lauren Daigle - You Say (Official Music Video)
Tori Kelly: Her Life Story
Tasha Cobbs Leonard sings This is a Move & Break E...
So Will I (100 Billion X) - Performed by Tori Kelly
The unheard story of David and Goliath | Malcolm G...
Freestylin' with The Roots: Black People Being Black
Detoxing Your Mind: An Interview With Dr. Caroline...
Reckless Love (Official Lyric Video) - Cory Asbury...
Tori Kelly - Never Alone ft. Kirk Franklin (Live)
Max Kellerman: Mack trade could backfire right awa...
Racist, sexist or out of order: Serena Williams de...
Shannon Sharpe was 'impressed' by Aaron Rodgers du...
Stephen A. comes down on the Steelers after their ...
Shocking US Open final as Serena Williams loses, b...
Serena Williams was fined $17,000 for arguing with...
Mike Tomlin calls out Stephen A. during interview ...
Did Sexism Cost Serena Williams U.S. Open Title? |...
US Open Winner Naomi Osaka Speaks Out On Controver...
Max Kellerman: ‘I’m the only one who doesn’t’ owe ...
Weird Things Everyone Ignores About Serena William...
Klavan Loses It On Serena Losing It
Stephen A., Max debate how Colin Kaepernick's ad i...
Greenberg: Serena Williams’ US Open final controve...
Michael Vick on Tyrod's Week 1 performance against...
Will Cain: Serena Williams drama is a 'disgrace' t...
Stephen A. on Dallas Cowboys: ‘What can go wrong, ...
2018 US Open Highlights: Serena Williams' dispute ...
Serena Williams & Sexism in Sports - Between the S...
10 Extinct Creatures That Could Have Ruined The Wo...
6 Most Dangerous Megalodon Enemies Ever Existed
8 Unexplained And Mysterious Places That Scientist...
Elon Musk on Nikola Tesla – What He Said May Shock...
New Bermuda Triangle Theory Explains Why Ships Dis...
A Scary Island That Has Been Keeping a Secret for ...
What If Dinosaurs Were Still Alive Today? If You See This While Swimming, Get Out Of the Wat...
5 Terrifying MEGALODON ENCOUNTERS
10 Biggest Sharks Ever Existed on Earth (Meg Isn't...
NEW GIANT FISH EATS A MEGALODON - Feed and Grow Fi...
TOP 10 BIGGEST DINOSAURS Ever !
9 Riddles Only People with High IQ Can Solve
World's Deadliest Animals in The Deep Ocean - Nati...
The Truth About the Titanic Has Been Revealed
The Adventures of Sharkboy and Lavagirl | 'Origin ...
Last Ride Ever on Jaws at Universal Studios Orland...
What If Cthulhu Was Real?
5 Mythical Creatures That Could Actually Exist
Stephen Hawking’s 7 Predictions of Earth’s Demise ...
Lies You’re Told Your Entire Life That Trick Most ...
10 Celebs With Identical Twins From The Past
5 Pictures That Cannot Be Explained!
7 People You Won't Believe Existed Till You See Them
I Decided to Sleep for 4 Hours a Day, See What Hap...
Did you know Famous Father And Son in Football  2...
8 MOST AMAZING SPORT COMEBACKS
10 Celebs Whose Weight Loss Left Them Unrecognizable
Lucky People Who Found the Best Things in Thrift S...
6 Creepy Kids Who Remember Their Past Lives
10 Magicians That Blew The Judges Away!
HORRIFYING "Hidden Meanings" In Famous Logos
10 BIGGEST MOVIE MISTAKES YOU MISSED
10 Theories That Prove Time Travel Exists
See If You Can Pass the FBI Special Agent Test (Pa...
When Vines Used to be funny    Compilation of good...
vines that i like
Vines that should never be forgotten
TRY NOT TO LAUGH - Epic SUMMER WATER FAILS Compila...
vines 2 watch instead of sleeping Favourite vines part 2u Mad BRO?
R.I.P. VINE - BEST COMPILATION EVER
If you don't laugh, you have no soul...
rare, medium, and well done vines
HALL OF FAME VINES (RIP Vine)
Best Videos of the Month Compilation || April 2015...
They said NO BUILDING challenge was hard...
My Favorite Vines
800 IQ CLINGER..!! | Fortnite Funny and Best Momen...
LIKE A BOSS COMPILATION #10
ancient vines i watch with my grandfather
TRY NOT TO LAUGH OR SMILE CHALLENGE *IMPOSSIBLE*
Vines that should never be forgotten (part 4)
Vines I cannot live without (RIP Vine <a class="yt...
vines that haunt me at night
TRY NOT TO LAUGH (Impossible!) - Funny Fails Vine ...
Vines that are almost forgotten
clean vines for my church friends.
curb your memes to watch instead of sleeping
some vines i think about a lot
rare-ish vines that are burned into my memory fore...
vines that cared for me when no one else did
TRY NOT TO LAUGH or GRIN Watching Best Mighty Duck... vines rarer than a good night's sleep
Best Funny Videos #4 +200 VINES Compilation 2014 S...
WHOA DUDE COMPILATION 2!!!
just some great vines (RIP vine) pt. 2
LIKE A BOSS COMPILATION #25 AMAZING Videos 9 MINUTES
half forgotten but still ICONIC vines
vines that i think about everyday
Storm simulator recreates Category 5 hurricane con...
Hurricane Florence sparks mandatory evacuations in...
El huracán Florence se acerca y trae mucha preocup...
Hurricane Florence: Forecast Track Moves Further N...
Hurricane Katrina Day by Day | National Geographic
Bernstein: Trump presidency teetering with an unst...
They Are Here: Huge Alien Craft In Our Solar System
Jim Cantore vs. Category 5 Winds
Is WALMART RV PARKING Over? Why are Walmarts turni...
When hurricanes collide: The Fujiwhara Effect
The Gaffney Incident: The Night Police Talked to a...
Hurricane Florence Could Be an 'East Coast Harvey'
If This Doesn't Make You a Believer, I Doubt Anyth...
Tsunami Climbing: Incredible video of ship heading...Anderson Cooper calls out Sarah Sanders' op-ed def...
South Carolina Coast Evacuating Due to Hurricane F...
A Two Mile Crack Has Opened Up In Arizona – And Ex...
Why graphene hasn’t taken over the world...yet
America's small town in Canada
See What Happens When A Plane Violates Presidentia...
Hurricane FLORENCE & OLIVIA 2018 | News Update | W...
California Is Sinking — and Now Could Flood | KQED...
Latest forecast for Hurricane Florence
TOP 10 BEST TORNADOES
Why Hurricane Categories Make a Difference
Southeastern U.S. braces for Hurricane Florence as...
Ships In Storms Video Compilation [REAL FOOTAGE - ...
Sexism in tennis: Debate flares up after Williams ...
Massive 'one ring' of black holes, neutron stars d...UB: Weather update as of 6:04 a.m. (Sept. 10, 2018)
How NYC plans to survive the next superstorm
Obama bashes Trump, takes credit for good economy
Chinese Drywall Nightmare
Tropics Update: Tracking Hurricane Florence, other...
Kaplan graduate says degree means "absolutely noth...
The Difference between the United Kingdom, Great B...
The Doomed Cleveland Balloonfest of '86
Televangelists: Last Week Tonight with John Oliver...
Why the poorest county in West Virginia has faith ...
Meet the Judge Who Went Viral For His Creative Pun...
Rare Video: Japan Tsunami | National Geographic
N.C. family sues HGTV show for "disastrous" home m...
This plane could cross the Atlantic in 3.5 hours. ...
Flying into the eye of Hurricane Irma
This Astronaut Was All Alone In Outer Space, But T...
Terrifying Moments as Both Engines Failed on Appro...
We Finally Know What Killed the Aztecs!
5 Nostradamus Predictions For The ROYAL FAMILY In ...
Don Lemon: Trump is lying, even about good news
Top 20 Craziest Moments in Tennis History
MLB: Fans of the Year
2018 NBA Finals FULL Mini-Movie | Warriors Defeat ...
When Celebrities Met Their Crushes/Idols
Funniest NBA Bloopers of 2017/2018!
Kevin Hart Trolling NBA Players
Sports Stars Who Ruined Their Careers In Seconds
That Time a Punter Played QB for the Jets and Thre...
Stephen Curry's AMAZING Top 30 Plays!!!
Julie Bowen Kisses Harlem Globetrotter
Final 3:39 of Game 7 of the 2016 NBA Finals | Cava...
MLB | Ballgirl Awesome
Top 10 Celebrity Pranks
Best 50 Plays of the 2018 NBA Regular Season
Sports Star Relationships With Uncomfortable Age G...
Kobe Bryant's BEST PLAY vs EVERY NBA TEAM In His C...
World’s Funniest Comics on The Graham Norton Show ...
NBA Funny Moments & Bloopers of All Time  -  Vol. 1
2018 NBA Playoffs: Best Moments To Remember
Top 100 Plays: 2018 NBA Season
Craziest NBA Sequences of All Time (2017) [MUST WA...
Best "Big Guy" Moments in US Sports History
NBA "We Are Not Teammates Anymore" Moments
Best NBA Crowd Reaction!!! |HD|
8 Greatest FREAKS Of NATURE In NBA History
Shaqtin' A Fool: All Episodes of 2017 (HD) NBA "We Are Not Friends" Moments
Athletes Hate Stupid Questions Vol. 12 (Compilation)
Most Savage Moments of NFL Football || HD
NBA Funny Moments & Bloopers of All Time - Vol. 2
The 9 Dumbest Ideas We've Ever Had
Top 5 Anchor Drop Failures7 Crazy Things You Will Only See In Dubai Best Bad Parking Revenges
IMPOSSIBLE ODDS COMPILATION!!!
Never Celebrate Too Early Compilation 2018 Part 2
Top 10 Most Shocking Mistakes in Sports
Funny Baseball Bloopers of 2018/17, Volume Three
Greatest Redemption Moments in Sports History (Par...
Some Americans are ignorant and proud 119 When was...
Never Celebrate Too Early Compilation - Pro Sports...
FUNNIEST TRUMP CAN'T WIN COMPILATION
Craziest Plays In College Football History
Figure 6 ripple.py session 
visualised with Gephi.
Trace: 2019-01-21 10:54:39 
Type: simple_digger 
ISP: UK-2 Limited - Location: England
Youtube homepage Mike Tyson - All
Knockouts
Performed by the
Legend HD
ALL 6 OF MIKE
TYSON LOSSES
TOP 10 IDIOTS WHO
CHALLENGED
PROFESSIONAL
FIGHTERS - Part 2
Holy Shit! Moments
in MMA #15 - 6
Top 10 People
getting OWNED! 
The Funniest Off-
The-Cuff Comebacks
EVER [ROUND 2]
13 Times Spoiled
Kids Got OWNED By
Parents
Footage of 14
Mythical Creatures
That SHOULDN'T
Exist
5 Times People
Accidentally
Spotted Mythical
Creatures on Tape!
THE 5 BEST BIGFOOT
VIDEOS EVER
RECORDED! (Not in
any particular
order)
Is this 'finally'
Bigfoot captured
in stunning
quality? June 4
(Disclose Screen)
BIGFOOT In The
Forest - Part 3
Bigfoot encounter
at the Oregon
Caves, Part 1
Law Enforcement
Officer shares
Story (August 2,
2017)
The Interactions
Are Increasing
(June 5, 2018)
SC EP:77 Military
counter with the
Yeti [Members]
PREVIEW
📺📺 This is interesting!
10 Dec 2018
👁👁 8,575,207
Jordan Peterson Clips
5 Oct 2015
👁👁 13,102,650
LISTaddiction
15 Mar 2018
👁👁 14,327,927
Mixed Martial Edits
16 Nov 2018
👁👁 4,797,494
Top Things
23 Dec 2018
👁👁 15,986,342
MotleyTV
15 Dec 2017
👁👁 5,154,076
Viral For Miles
6 Apr 2018
👁👁 4,370,852
Viral For Miles
29 Mar 2018
👁👁 10,911
Top 5s Finest
19 Dec 2017
👁👁 4,970,826
Sasquatch Central
8 Nov 2018
👁👁 206,490
Disclose Screen 'The
Grimreefar'
7 Jun 2018
👁👁 1,035,909
In The Forest
12 Dec 2018
👁👁 81,508
gpdailycourier
19 May 2014
👁👁 468,992
TeamSquatchinUSA
3 Aug 2017
👁👁 175,250
TeamSquatchinUSA
6 Jun 2018
👁👁 6,413
Sasquatch Chronicles
20 Jan 2019
👁👁 94
Figure 7 simple_digger.py session visualised with D3.js.
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5. Reflections via mapping and diagramming
The mapping experiments presented above are diagrams of how choice 
design in YouTube recommendations constructs algorithmic subjects. 
As digital media theorist Luciana Parisi argues, this subject is “neither 
solely an enslaved component of machines not its deluded interactive 
user. Instead the subject is being reconfigured from the standpoint of a 
learning machine” (Parisi, 2019). Put differently, the subject emerges 
from forms of predictive patterning which retrofits choice (and think-
ing itself) as determined by its searching into the unknown. Thus, any 
attempt at mapping choice ought to acknowledge these mechanisms. 
For this reason we consciously repurpose computational tools as “cog-
nitive prostheses” (Srnicek, 2012) to provide purchase on otherwise 
ungraspable systems. Such acts of building mediators between the 
impenetrable noise of big data and their cognitive tractability is “one of 
the most important areas where political art could be situated today” 
(Srnicek, 2012, 4), and - we add - a key area of design intervention.
 
Moreover, faced with vast, unintelligible systems designed to capture 
attention and orient choice for profit, the “inability to cognitively 
map the gears and contours of the world system is as debilitating 
for political action as being unable mentally to map a city would prove 
for a city dweller” (Toscano and Kinkle, 2015). How is any form of 
reclaiming to take place if the terrain is unknown? 
What practical counter-strategies are possible?
 
Giorgio Agamben’s notion of apparatus is illuminating here as  
“anything that has in some way the capacity to capture, orient, deter-
mine, intercept, model, control, or secure the gestures, behaviours, 
opinions, or discourses of living beings” (Agamben, 2009, 14) with 
a resulting dispersion and granularization of the self (Deleuze’s 
dividual, again). Only the restitution to common use of what has 
been captured can succeed as counter-apparatus interventions.
 
This is what our proposals attempt to do. They use diagrams to map 
the contours of the capture apparatus and crucially to offer some raw 
glimpses of their inside. They use diagrams as tools that by display-
ing how choice is designed as predictable patterning aim to be both 
practical and speculative. They are practical because they visualize 
data-driven choice design by framing it through the challenges of data 
positivism. They are speculative because they offer traces through 
which some partial and situated knowledge can be constructed, staying 
clear of interpretation and representation. Against the positivist claims 
to complete objectivity made by data visualisation and smuggled into 
so many of its tools, and unlike tracings (always reproductions with a 
likeness to their subject), traces offer opportunities for what historian 
Carlo Ginzburg calls ‘conjectural knowledge’ (Ginzburg 1980) - a mode 
of knowledge that is qualitative, contingent and incomplete, akin to div-
ination (chance-led inquiry into the unknown) or the conjectures of the 
tracker (sensing an animal/event that cannot be directly experienced).
Trace: 2019-01-21 12:11:06 
Type: simple_digger 
ISP: UK-2 Limited - Location: England
Who wants to be a
Millionaire -
Major Fraud
Thief Tries to
Attack Jeremy
After Being
Exposed | The
Jeremy Kyle Show
Youtube homepage WOW! Maurizio
Sarri slams his
Chelsea players |
"This is a huge,
huge gamble!"
Michael Gove rips
into Jeremy Corbyn
big style
Jacob Rees-Mogg
Calmly DISMANTLES
Student who called
him 'STUPID'
Ant & Dec's
Undercover Prank
On The Jeremy Kyle
Show - Saturday
Night Takeaway
20 Police Officers
Needed to Restrain
Violent Son | The
Jeremy Kyle Show
Ben: one of Jeremy
Kyle's most
disliked guest.
"YOU'RE A
LIAR"German
Reporter INSULTS
Nigel Farage!
Watch His Response
"How Many More
Referendums Do You
Want?" Rees-Mogg
DISMANTLES
Remainer
BBC Question Time
17/01/2019 DERBY
Fox News Sunday
with Chris Wallace
1/20/19 - Chris
Wallace Fox News
January 20, 2019
Why did Mueller’s
office choose to
speak out about
BuzzFeed report?
Hannity: Pelosi
feigns moral
outrage
Democrat who
opposed Pelosi for
speaker is blocked
from a seat on the
judiciary
committee
Conan Furloughs
Non-Essential
Staffers
RomeijnLand
10 Apr 2008
👁👁 9,168,308
The Jeremy Kyle Show
13 Sep 2016
👁👁 2,801,724
📺📺 BT Sport
19 Jan 2019
👁👁 525,120
Elliot Etherington
16 Jan 2019
👁👁 230,381
50 Patriots
10 Dec 2018
👁👁 1,273,737
Ant &amp; Dec's
Saturday Night Takeaway
20 Feb 2014
👁👁 8,015,446
The Jeremy Kyle Show
14 Aug 2015
👁👁 1,294,164
Phil Townsend
22 Jul 2010
👁👁 4,476,928
ELITE PLUS
28 Dec 2018
👁👁 157,979
50 Patriots
27 Dec 2018
👁👁 153,184
Kayn
17 Jan 2019
👁👁 112,973
Fox News Live Now
20 Jan 2019
👁👁 36,831
Fox News
20 Jan 2019
👁👁 46,732
Fox News
17 Jan 2019
👁👁 286,428
Fox News
20 Jan 2019
👁👁 189,099
Team Coco
2 Oct 2013
👁👁 13,604,430
Figure 8 simple_digger.py session visualised with D3.js.
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Conclusion
We think that our programme of work is important for design research 
for key reasons. Diagrams precede the instalment of a technology. 
For a technology to be possible, in other words, its materiality/ 
machinery/toolkit have to be ‘selected’ by a diagram. By extracting 
the diagram expressed by current technologies of choice design 
we might develop counter diagrams that situate and dislodge its 
mechanisms of preferences and recommendations. To do so, an un-
derstanding of diagramming is essential especially for designers 
who do not design the technologies that they use.
Still, these initial and ongoing experiments are attempts at building re-
lations, not revelations. In demonstrating the project’s feasibility, they 
provide an understanding of the tools widely used in the prior art on 
network mapping. They highlight how tools such as Gephi have many 
limitations for our purposes, starting with built-in assumptions that 
make tracing, rather than mapping, their default mode of operation. 
Importantly, they emphasize the challenge of using data to critique data 
systems, thus offering, we hope, a constructive reflection to an issue 
that is central to doing research through design, that can be productive-
ly addressed through the theoretical framing of the predictive regime 
of algorithmic governmentality and the preemptive politics it enforces.
On this basis, some questions remain: how do we visually acknowledge 
the limitations of our system, conveying its partiality and incomplete-
ness? How do we communicate the indeterminacies and uncertainties 
through meaningful practice and knowledge production? Which other 
‘architectures of choice’ might be diagrammed with this approach?
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